The week ahead: week 10
2-8 March 2024

Saturday 2 March

- Tao Zhang speaks at a session on *Climate change, decarbonisation, energy transition: options for new industrial policies?* during the India in Asia Conference on New industrial policies: Asian perspectives in New Delhi, India. 
  Contact: Dezhi Ma, dezhi.ma@bis.org

Monday 4 March

- The March *BIS Quarterly Review* is published at 13:00 CET. 
  Contact: Louise Egan, louise.egan@bis.org

- Cecilia Skingsley speaks virtually on *The future of the international monetary system in a digital world* at the *Bretton Woods @ 80 and Austria’s IMF Membership @75* conference *Rethinking the core mandate in times of new challenges, including financing the green transition and new digital possibilities*; 17:00 CET, more information on the [website](#).
  Contact: Andreas Adriano, andreas.adriano@bis.org

Tuesday 5 March

- Nothing scheduled

Wednesday 6 March

- The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision publishes its latest Basel III monitoring results and monitoring dashboard.
  Contact: Alan Soughley, alan.soughley@bis.org

- 6–7 March: Fernando Restoy speaks and participates in panels at the Eighteenth Asia-Pacific High-level Meeting on Banking Supervision, Tokyo
  Contact: Emma Claggett, emma.clagget@bis.org

Thursday 7 March
• Agustín Carstens speaks on the importance of modern, efficient payment systems at the Superintendencia de Bancos de Panama (video address).
  Contact: Erika Contreras, erika.contreras@bis.org

• The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision publishes three papers related to global systemically important banks (G-SIBs) – a consultation on potential measures to address window-dressing behaviour by some banks in the context of the framework for G-SIBs; an accompanying working paper summarising the empirical analyses on window-dressing; and a working paper assessing G-SIB score dynamics over the past decade.
  Contact: Alan Soughley, alan.soughley@bis.org

Friday 8 March

• Nothing scheduled

Disclaimer: Please note that this information is provided for planning purposes only. The schedule is subject to change and publications and events may change. The views expressed in Working Papers and other research publications are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the BIS. For general queries, or if you are interested in a background briefing with any of the authors, please contact Global Media and Public Relations at media@bis.org.